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	MindManager for Dummies, 9780764556531 (0764556533), John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Picture your best ideas mapped out for action!
   Make meetings more productive, hook up with resources, and present results   

   Have no fear – MindManager isn’t going to get inside your head and take control! But with this guide to help, it will take all those terrific ideas your team tosses out and turn them into plans you can really act upon. It’ll help you locate resources, build presentations, and look like a wizard to your boss.   

   The Dummies Way    

	Explanations in plain English    
	"Get in, get out" information    
	Icons and other navigational aids    
	Tear-out cheat sheet    
	Top ten lists    
	A dash of humor and fun    


   Discover how to:    

	Record meeting notes in MindManager    
	Link different types of maps    
	Define planning markers    
	Set up and use wizards    
	Find and filter new information    
	Create PowerPoint® presentations from your maps    


About the Author

Hugh Cameron is a project management instructor, business consultant, and Project Management Professional (PMP).
   Roger Voight, PhD, is a certified MindManager instructor, business consultant, and Project Management Professional (PMP).       
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Getting Started With SAS Enterprise Miner 5.2SAS Institute, 2006
SAS defines data mining as the process of uncovering hidden patterns in large amounts of data. Many industries use data mining to address business problems and opportunities such as fraud detection, risk and affinity analyses, database marketing, householding, customer churn, bankruptcy prediction, and...

		

How to Instantly Connect with Anyone: 96 All-New Little Tricks for Big Success in Relationships (Business Skills and Development)McGraw-Hill, 2009

	This sequel to Leil’s international top selling “How to Talk to Anyone” makes you a master communicator with 96 all new cutting-edge communication “Little Tricks” for big success in business and social relationshipsâ€•in person, by email, and on the phone. It has been praised as the 21st century version of...


		

DNS & BIND CookbookO'Reilly, 2002
The DNS & BIND Cookbook presents solutions to the many problems faced by network administrators responsible for a name server.  This title is an indispensable companion to DNS & BIND, 4th Edition, the definitive guide to the critical task of name server administration.  The...




	

Pro Entity Framework 4.0 (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2010

	Previously, SQL developers have been able to almost entirely ignore the SQLCLR and treat it as a peripheral technology—almost an extension to the main product. With the advent of LINQ and the Entity Framework, this is no longer the case, and the SQLCLR is moving to the center stage. It’s a powerful product but, for many, it is an...


		

Theoretical Aspects of Distributed Computing in Sensor Networks (Monographs in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2011

	Wireless ad hoc sensor networks have recently become a very active research subject

	as well as a topic of rapid technological progress and large-scale practical development

	and application activities. However, a solid foundational and theoretical

	background seems still necessary for sensor networking to achieve its full potential....

		

The Gale Encyclopedia of Senior Health: A Guide for Seniors and Their CaregiversGale, 2008
The Gale Encyclopedia of Senior Health: A Guide for Seniors and Their Caregivers is a unique and invaluable source of information. This collection of over 600 entries provides in-depth coverage of cover various issues related to one’s aging body, how diseases affect it, and treatment options, including medications, for seniors. The set will...
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